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hyper .21 engine - Ofna

After engine is cool, start engine up again and repeat the cycling 3 times. After heat cycling engine release the car and throttle it up and down. DO NOT OVER ... 
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HYPER .21 ENGINE Thank you for purchasing an OFNA engine. We appreciate your choice and know you will enjoy running it. Carburetor Low end and barrel stop screws are preset by factory.... Do not change until break-in is done. NEW ENGINE BREAK-IN Your OFNA engine is extremely tight when the piston is at the top of the stroke, this is normal for a new ABC type engine. The piston and sleeve are matched for fit and the top of the sleeve is tapered for a tight compression fit. As you run your engine, this tightness should diminish. There is no cause for alarm, because as the engine warms up, the brass sleeve will expand faster than the aluminum piston and the engine will turn freer. As with any new engine, there are many high spots and tight fits in the matching process. High spots create hot spots that must be broke-in. Therefore, the break-in process is very important to provide good service by the OFNA engine. We recommend using one gallon of 20% BLUE THUNDER or BYRON'S 2000 as break-in fuel. Other break-in type fuels or added oil is NOT needed. DO NOT OVER REV THE ENGINE WHEN FIRST STARTING, this could break the piston and over heat sleeve. Always stop engine and set piston to the bottom of the stoke when finished. STARTING ENGINE FOR THE FIRST TIME There are three needles on the carburetor. Do not touch any needles until you read and understand this procedure. Set the needles as follows to start the break-in process. Set the master needle IN until stops, then turn OUT 4.5 to 5 turns. To reset factory setting for both low-end needles, check figures. Setting for the black low end needle (see fig.) is OUT 3.5 turns out from flush. Setting brass head mid range needle, should always be flush to the case. Install Glow Plug with one brass washer. To start engine, prime fuel line by placing finger over pipe outlet and pulling the engine over 5 times. This will push fuel to the carburetor. Place glow plug heater on engine plug, pull the starter handle with short quick pulls. Engine should start immediately. If not, check fuel line for fuel and that needle has been set correctly. Heat cycle the engine during break-in procedure. This means, set an idle on the engine (adjust idle RPM screw so the clutch is not engaged) and let it run without the car moving (hold car on the ground) for 3 minutes. Stop engine and let it cool down with piston turn down on a bottom stoke and not at top dead center. After engine is cool, start engine up again and repeat the cycling 3 times. After heat cycling engine release the car and throttle it up and down. DO NOT OVER REV ENGINE, keep engine going with short burst of speed. You can now turn IN the master needle a 1/4 turn to improve performance. Keep adjusting needle until engine is running at a good speed without being too hot. Remember to always check engine temperature (it should not exceed 270 degrees) normal temperature for best engine life is 220 degrees BREAK-IN NEEDLE SETTINGS • MASTER NEEDLE - 5 TURNS OUT • LOW-END(BLK) NEEDLE - 3.5 TURNS OUT FROM FLUSH • MID/LOW-END(BRASS) NEEDLE - FLUSH



NORMAL NEEDLE SETTING • MASTER NEEDLE - 4 TURNS OUT • LOW-END(BLK) NEEDLE -3 TURNS FROM FLUSH • MID/LOW-END(BRASS) NEEDLE - NO TURNS



HYPER .21 ENGINE NEEDLE FUNCTION Master Needle Valve - main control for fuel mixture. Set at 4 to 5 turns out from closed OR 1/2 turns in from top flush. Adjust this needle for maximum RPM and power without being too lean or too hot. Make sure you start at bottom of needle seat!! Side Black Carburetor Needle (Low End) - This needle is in the center side of the carburetor barrel and provide throttle response. It is not the idle adjustment. Set 3 to 3.5 turns out from FLUSH with the black ball sleeve. Turning IN is Lean and OUT is Rich. Do not adjust this needle until the Master Needle is set for power and top speed. This will only effect throttle response. Mid Range Needle (brass) - DO NOT ADJUST MID RANGE NEEDLE, FACTORY SETTING IS FLUSH TO CASE. Barrel Stop Screws - Used for adjusting Idle. Set for 1/16th inch gap to start new engines. You can open more for faster idle. Set idle below clutch engagement.



USE LONG GLOW PLUG WITHOUT IDLE BAR, OFNA/PICCO #51007 IS RECOMMENDED MASTER NEEDLE FACTORY SETTING: Flush, 1/2 turn in(down). FUNCTION: SET MAX SPEED AND POWER.



SHOWN AT "FLUSH SETTING"



LOW END NEEDLE FACTORY SETTING: HEAD IS FLUSH WITH BALL COLLAR SET: 3.5 TURNS OUT FUNCTION: ADJUSTS THROTTLE RESPONSE.



MID RANGE NEEDLE DO NOT TURN! FACTORY SETTING: HEAD IS FLUSH TO CASE



BARREL STOP OR IDLE SCREW FACTORY SETTING: 1/16 AIR GAP
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21 janvier 2002 Engine Head Gasket 

1997-2002 E SERIES, EXPEDITION, EXPLORER, F-150. 1999-2002 ... 1992-1999 TRACER. 1992-2002 ... Use of genuine Ford OEM replacement parts .... Using Workshop Manual procedures, assemble the head to the block carefully. Do not ...
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EX13-17-21 Parts.indd - Small Engine Suppliers 

-18 214-62540-08 CHAMBER PACKING. 1. 610. -19 226-62506-08 FLOAT AY. 1. 610. -20 276-62440-08 MAIN NOZZLE. 1 EX13. 610. -20 277-62440-08 MAIN ...
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EX13-17-21 Parts.indd - Small Engine Suppliers 

-18 214-62540-08 CHAMBER PACKING. 1. 610. -19 226-62506-08 FLOAT AY. 1. 610. -20 276-62440-08 MAIN NOZZLE. 1 EX13. 610. -20 277-62440-08 MAIN ...
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Liasse fiscale HYPER-TECHNOLOGIES 

CrÃ©ances rattachÃ©es Ã  des participations. BB. BC. Autres titres immobilisÃ©s. BD .... 1 384 443. 54 450. 57 969. -326 316. -2 283 252. 631 794. 313 115. 313 115.
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Liasse fiscale HYPER SAINTES 

VJ. VK. TOTAUX. Ã‰TAT DES DETTES. Montant brut. 1. A 1 an au plus. 2. A plus d'1 an et 5 ans au plus. 3. A plus de 5 ans. 4. Ã‰tat et autres collectivitÃ©s.
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International Hyper Rythmique 

Producteur - A Fleur de Rock / Label Etrange avec l'aide de Vincent Stockholm. ... Hyper Rythmique est nÃ© Ã  Toulouse en 2007 Ã  partir d'un projet de musique.
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Hyper 12 - CML Distribution 

can ignite it, or where it causes you to inhale it for prolonged periods. â€¢ During operation ... is not enough fuel to cool or lubricate the internal engine components, and damage to the ... Place a drop of water on top of the cylinder head. If it 
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Hyper Harry's holiday - Scholastic 

TIMESAVERVISUALGRAMMAR Â© MARY GLASGOWMAGAZINES ... presents / friends pack up / tent ... 3 Ask and answer questions about Hyper Harry's holiday.
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nÂ°2 Hyper-sudoku 

Chaque ligne, colonne et bloc, ainsi que chacune des rÃ©gions grisÃ©es, doivent conte- nir les chiffres de 1 Ã  9. Each row, column and region, as well as each of ...
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480K-Pixel Hyper-D CCD 

Accordingly, this CCD is suitable for such applications as security cameras and cameras for vehicles, which typically involve high contrast between the scene's ...
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Liasse fiscale HYPER ROCADE 2 

2. Acquisitions, crÃ©ations, apports et virements de poste Ã  poste. 3. IMMOBILISATIONS. CZ. KD. KG. KJ. KM. KP. KS. KV. LB. LE. LH. KH. KK. KN. KQ. KT. KW. KZ.
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'Radical neutrality', 'JPEG hyper culture' 

JPEG Hyper-culture - Target group 18/29 - Casual. COMEDIC PREPPY: Gentrified tailoring. Pattern geometry and visual trickery. Volumi- nous trouser silhouet-.
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Hyper-Linked Contents - CT GTTP 

Jul 6, 2002 - Table: Area Local Axes Assignments 2 - Advanced. Page 12 of 1474. Field: Area .... element used for calcualting the membrane stiffness for full-shell and .... The Ct factor used in calculating the building period (in English units). ...
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Article No. 02-21-13 Engine - Cylinder Head Straightedge Surface 

Feb 21, 2013 - ENGINE - STRAIGHTEDGE PROCEDURE FOR. CHECKING CYLINDER HEAD AND BLOCK FLATNESS. FORD: 1992-1997 THUNDERBIRD.
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Engine And Transmission Assembly - Remove And Install (21 132 0) 

Detach the ground cable and the bracket from the transmission. ... Lower the air conditioning compressor slightly and remove the radiator crossmember, passing.
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21 

Oct 21, 2012 - Seth Hakizimana, a PhD entomology student, helps undergraduates at the ... has seen the pass rate increase from 16% to 86%, he says.
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21 

indicates the direction of convergence of the Philippine Sea Plate relative to Eurasia. 2. ... panchromatic (P) image (Figure 3a) with a 10x10 m ground .... Pakuashan anticline and trends N-S to N20Â°W. It is clearly ... normal tectonic features will
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14332 Parts List Hyper St PRO_FULL MANUAL 

Assembly of Front Shock Stay. Assembly of .... Assembly of Rear Shock Stay .... T L. L. T L. 87078 x3. Fuel tube. 17. 86222 x1. Manifold. 86223 x1. 86228. 22148 ...
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Traité Théologico-politique - Hyper-Spinoza - Lautre.net 

le droit de la Nature n'étant tenu de vivre selon la complexion d'autrui, chacun étant le défenseur de sa liberté propre. Je montre de plus qu'en réalité nul ne fait abandon de son droit, sinon celui qui transfère à un autre son pouvoir de se défendr
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TraitÃ© ThÃ©ologico-politique - Hyper-Spinoza - Lautre.net 

14, 19). Par le mÃªme commandement de Dieu la mer s'ouvrit pour laisser passer les Juifs (voir Exode, chap. ... que, par le simple geste de MoÃ¯se, la mer fut rÃ©duite Ã  l'obÃ©issance et oÃ¹ nulle mention n'est faite du vent ...... prison ; si nous 
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console de restauration granulaire Hyper-V - BackupAssist 

La 'technologie granulaire' de BackupAssist simplifie la sauvegarde d'Hyper-V : il suffit d'effectuer une image de l'hÃ´te pour pouvoir restaurer des fichiers de ...
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SNK Hyper Neo-Geo 64 English manual 

this is a www.daddelkingz.de download! DONÂ«T HOST THIS DOCUMENT ON ANY PAGE! please link to our homepage instead (www.daddelkingz.de) copyright ...
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Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V Cookbook 

and as an IT manager and has a history of successful enterprise projects in the IT, ... Did you know that Packt offers eBook versions of every book published, with PDF ... Chapter 1: Installing and Managing Hyper-V in Full or Server Core Mode 5 .....
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Mitaines hyper simples 

Une paire d'aiguilles droites 4 mm ou de la taille permettant d'obtenir l'Ã©chantillon. (voir plus bas). Un marqueur de mailles. Une pelote (ou un reste de pelote) ...
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